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ABSTRACT

FlyBase (flybase.org) is an essential online database
for researchers using Drosophila melanogaster as a
model organism, facilitating access to a diverse ar-
ray of information that includes genetic, molecular,
genomic and reagent resources. Here, we describe
the introduction of several new features at FlyBase,
including Pathway Reports, paralog information, dis-
ease models based on orthology, customizable ta-
bles within reports and overview displays (‘ribbons’)
of expression and disease data. We also describe a
variety of recent important updates, including incor-
poration of a developmental proteome, upgrades to
the GAL4 search tab, additional Experimental Tool
Reports, migration to JBrowse for genome browsing
and improvements to batch queries/downloads and
the Fast-Track Your Paper tool.

INTRODUCTION

FlyBase (flybase.org) is the leading database and web por-
tal for data related to the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster.
FlyBase contains a wide variety of data types curated from
published scientific literature and incorporated from other
databases, and strives to continually improve display and
functionality for users. Gene Report pages have a number
of sections that may be of interest to the user; where ap-
plicable, these include: genomic information, Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO, 1) annotations, transcripts, protein domains, ex-
pression, alleles and transgenic constructs, phenotypes, or-
thologs, human disease models, physical and genetic inter-
actions, stocks and reagents, and associated references. New
users of FlyBase may find it useful to refer to Marygold et
al (2).

In this paper, we highlight a variety of new features and
improvements that have been integrated into FlyBase since
our last review (3). We have introduced a number of new fea-
tures that allow users to more easily find and use the data in
which they are interested; these include customizable tables,
improved searching using expanded Experimental Tool Re-
ports, more links to and from other resources, and bet-
ter provision of precomputed bulk files. We have upgraded
tools such as Fast-Track Your Paper and ID validator. We
have also introduced more high-level groupings to improve
data accessibility; these include our curated Pathway Re-
ports that facilitate understanding and exploration of a
number of major signaling pathways, as well as new sum-
mary ‘ribbons’ representing expression and disease model
data. In order to further promote and simplify user-led in-
vestigation of genes, we have integrated new paralog infor-
mation, reviewed and revised functional data for enzymes
and introduced a novel orthology-based pipeline to iden-
tify D. melanogaster genes potentially relevant to human
disease. Finally, we give details about our genome browser
change from GBrowse to JBrowse (4).

IMPROVEMENTS FOR ACCESSING AND SORTING
REAGENTS

New responsive tables

We have introduced responsive tables into our reports, al-
lowing users to customize the display and easily access the
subset of the data that is important to them. These tables
are currently implemented in the ‘Alleles, Insertions, and
Transgenic Constructs’ of Gene Reports, the ‘Members’
section of Pathway Reports and the hitlist of results of the
QuickSearch GAL4 etc. tab (Figure 1). We plan to expand
them to other tables on the website. Key features include
the ability to Show/Hide columns, column reordering, row
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Figure 1. Responsive tables can be filtered, sorted and rearranged by users to easily browse or search genetic reagents. FlyBase has incorporated responsive
tables into (A) the ‘Alleles, Insertions and Transgenic Constructs’ section of Gene Reports, (B) the ‘GAL4 etc’ QuickSearch hitlist and (C) the Frequently
Used GAL4 Drivers table.

filtering and sorting. As well as providing direct links to
the selected data subsets, the user-specified table can be
downloaded in a number of formats and the filtered results
can be exported to a FlyBase hitlist for further filtering or
analysis.

Additional Experimental Tool Reports

We continue to link newly generated transgenic alleles and
constructs to any relevant experimental tools, to make it
easier for researchers to find fly strains and reagents with
particular characteristics. In addition, we have added two
new broad classes of experimental tool. First, Experimental

Tool Reports have been generated for genetically encoded
sensors, allowing researchers to find transgenic reagents
that can be used to monitor changes in the levels of small
molecules (e.g. GCaMP) or to monitor biophysical prop-
erties such as pH (e.g. pHluorinE) or membrane potential
(e.g. Voltron). Secondly, Experimental Tool Reports have
been made for reagents that can be used to modify the activ-
ity of an excitable cell; these are divided into neuron activa-
tion tools (e.g. Chrimson) and neuron inhibition tools (e.g.
Kir2.1). The ‘Alleles, Insertions, and Transgenic Constructs’
tables on Gene Reports and the results of the QuickSearch
‘GAL4etc.’ tab have been modified to include experimental
tool information where relevant.
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Updates to GAL4 etc QuickSearch tab

The GAL4 etc QuickSearch tab allows FlyBase users to
search for transgenic drivers or reporters by temporal-
spatial expression pattern, using terms from the FlyBase
Developmental Ontology, the Drosophila Anatomy Ontol-
ogy and the GO in defined fields. In the updated tool, users
can alternatively search for drivers/reporters that reflect
the expression pattern of a specific gene. Searches from the
GAL4 etc QuickSearch tab now result in a responsive table-
styled hitlist that includes every driver and reporter that
matches the searched-for pattern and allows the user to filter
by encoded tool (e.g. lexA), tool use (e.g. binary expression
system - driver), tag (e.g. Tag:MYC), or tag use (e.g. epitope
tag) (Figure 1B).

Frequently Used GAL4 Drivers table

The GAL4 etc. tab also includes a link to the Frequently
Used GAL4 Drivers table, a resource in which FlyBase has
compiled information for more than 250 GAL4 drivers.
This includes the 150 stocks most ordered from the Bloom-
ington Drosophila Stock Center, and those drivers that have
been curated to more than 20 publications. We have con-
densed expression information included in this resource
to emphasize how drivers are being used by the research
community as experimental tools. This expression informa-
tion includes commonly used synonyms to controlled vo-
cabulary anatomy terms, and brief text descriptions. We
have also added representative expression pattern images to
drivers where possible (Figure 1C).

NEW REPRESENTATIONS OF FUNCTIONAL DATA

Pathway Reports

Research in D. melanogaster has been central to the discov-
ery and characterization of many important signaling path-
ways. To facilitate access to data on signaling pathway com-
ponents, we have produced a new curated resource: Pathway
Reports. To date, these encompass 16 pathways, including 6
receptor tyrosine kinase pathways and other major devel-
opmental pathways such as Hedgehog, Notch and Wnt.

Pathway Reports are organized in a hierarchical fashion,
with a top-level parent report and sub-groups (Figure 2A).
Pathways are divided into ‘core’, ‘positive regulators’ and
‘negative regulators’ sub-groups. The ‘core’ set is defined
as those genes that are required for the activated pathway
to function; ‘positive regulators’ and ‘negative regulators’
act on core members of the pathway to modify their ac-
tivity. A physical interaction network is also displayed for
each top-level pathway group, built using Cytoscape.js (5)
(Figure 2A). The network is generated by coupling Pathway
Report data with our manually curated physical interaction
data.

Within each Pathway Report, the member genes are listed
in a customizable table (Figure 2B). With the aim of re-
flecting the extent to which any given pathway member’s in-
volvement is supported, we redundantly curate experimen-
tal evidence from different research papers, using defined
criteria for pathway inclusion. The number of papers that
provide direct experimental evidence for a gene’s role in a

pathway are displayed in the Members table, in the ‘# Path-
way Refs’ column (Figure 2B). This information should
help users differentiate between a novel regulator and a well-
documented central pathway component, for instance. As
part of on-going curation, additional members/supporting
evidence are added to these pages to keep them current.
Buttons are provided to export member genes to the ‘Batch
Download’ tool or to a standard FlyBase hitlist for further
refinement or analysis, or to our ortholog tool to obtain a
list of predicted orthologs using data from the DRSC Inte-
grative Ortholog Prediction Tool (DIOPT, 6).

Pathway Reports can be accessed via a dedicated ‘Path-
ways’ tab on the QuickSearch tool of the FlyBase home-
page or from links in the ‘Function’ and ‘Pathways’ sec-
tions of the Gene Report (Figure 2C). The ‘Pathways’ sec-
tion of a Gene Report also includes a ‘Metabolic Pathways’
subsection and has linkouts to other metabolic pathway
resources––BioCyc (7), KEGG (8) and Reactome (9).

Enhanced annotation and display of enzyme data

Almost a third of protein-coding genes in D. melanogaster
encode enzymes, reflecting their critical importance for bio-
logical processes. Recently, we have made focused efforts to
review the functional annotations of all enzyme-encoding
genes, as well as improve the display of enzyme nomencla-
ture and the reactions they catalyze.

We have systematically collated and reviewed D.
melanogaster enzyme data obtained from FlyBase, UniPro-
tKB (10) and KEGG (8), utilizing the annotations made
using the GO (1) and/or Enzyme Commision (EC) clas-
sification at those resources. In addition, we generated
lists of predicted enzymes based on annotations to human
orthologs. This integrative approach allows for a compar-
ative and critical assessment of existing annotation data,
resulting in the addition of new enzyme annotations to Fly-
Base, as well as the identification and removal of incorrect
annotations (11). We reviewed all the major enzyme classes,
namely oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases,
isomerases and ligases. These classes have been assembled
into hierarchical Gene Group Reports at FlyBase (12).
Similar to the Pathway Reports described above, these
reports tabulate the members of specific enzyme groups,
alongside key relevant GO terms, source references and
external resources, including equivalent human enzyme
groups (13).

The enzyme group to which a gene (product) belongs is
shown within the ‘Function’ section of a Gene Report. This
section also contains a new ‘Catalytic activity (EC)’ field,
which displays the reaction(s) catalyzed by the enzyme. At
the top of the Gene Report, the ‘General Information’ panel
now contains an ‘Enzyme Name (EC)’ field that displays
the systematic name for a given enzyme, together with its
Enzyme Commission (EC) number. Showing the system-
atic name is especially useful where the fly gene is either un-
named or has been named based on its mutant phenotype
rather than its wild-type function. EC data are derived from
our GO Molecular Function annotations, taking advantage
of the EC cross-references within the GO. This allows the
catalytic activities to be separated into those based on ex-
perimental evidence versus those based only on computa-
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Figure 2. (A) The ‘Hedgehog Signaling Pathway’ page includes a description of the pathway, links to sub-groups and other related gene groups. The
interactive Physical Interaction Network contains pathway gene members as nodes and physical interactions form the edges between them. The node size
for each gene increases in the range 1–10 supporting papers, with no increase beyond 10, showing the relative experimental data for each gene’s inclusion.
(B) The members table for the Hedgehog Signaling Pathway Core Components is shown, with columns ordered by the number of references with curated
supporting experimental data. (C) Gene Reports now feature a ‘Pathways’ section, which includes links to FlyBase Pathway pages and other pathway
resources.
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tional predictions, as well as allowing automatic updates to
EC data in line with GO annotation revisions.

Enzyme data within FlyBase may be queried either via
GO annotations or Gene Group membership using the GO
or Gene Group tabs, respectively, of the QuickSearch tool.

UPDATES TO DISEASE MODELS

Potential models based on orthology

We have implemented an automated pipeline to annotate
D. melanogaster genes predicted to be relevant to disease via
their orthology to human disease-associated genes. The new
pipeline combines three sets of data: (i) D. melanogaster-to-
human orthology relationships from DIOPT (6); (ii) human
gene-to-phenotype relationships from OMIM (14); and (iii)
OMIM phenotype cross-references within the Disease On-
tology (DO) (15). The addition of orthology-based disease
models complements our existing ongoing manual curation
of fly models of human disease based on experimental data
from published papers. The result is that both orthology-
derived and experimentally based disease data in FlyBase
are now indexed using terms from the DO, allowing both
data sets to be queried and compared. The annotations are
presented within the ‘Human Disease Associations’ section
on a Gene Report, clearly separated into subsections named
‘Models Based on Experimental Evidence’ and ‘Potential
Models Based on Orthology’ (Figure 3). All annotations
are also included in our downloadable file of fly disease
model data. At the time of implementation (FB2019 03),
the new orthology-based pipeline created >3800 new DO
annotations, including >3600 novel fly gene-to-disease as-
sociations.

Disease model summary ribbons

The integration of orthology-based disease model annota-
tions, and the consequent increase in the total number of
gene-to-disease annotations, made it both feasible and use-
ful to summarize fly disease model data in a ribbon display.
This new ribbon appears above the DO annotations within
the ‘Human Disease Associations’ section of Gene Reports,
and shows relatively high-level DO terms separated into the
broad categories of infection, anatomical entity, prolifera-
tion and other diseases (Figure 3). This ribbon is analogous
to the disease model ribbon displays shown in gene pages at
the Alliance of Genome Resources (16).

UPDATES TO EXPRESSION DATA

Expression Summary Ribbons

For an overview of expression data, we have introduced
‘Expression Summary Ribbons’ to the ‘Expression Data’
section of Gene Report pages, presenting anatomical and
stage-specific expression data in a simple graphical sum-
mary. The data presented is derived from two sources:
anatomy expression data manually curated by FlyBase from
individual publications and high-throughput stage-specific
RNA-seq data from the modENCODE project (17). The
anatomy expression ribbon groups polypeptide and tran-
script expression data under high-level anatomy terms and

presents it in a simple yes/no ribbon in which the pres-
ence of curated data is marked by a colored tile. The stage-
specific RNA-seq data, which shows the variation in tran-
script levels throughout development, is presented as a heat
map.

Developmental Proteome

FlyBase has incorporated quantitative protein expression
from the proteomic study of Casas-Vila et al. (18). Mea-
surable protein expression was obtained for over half of an-
notated protein coding genes in one or both of two time
courses: complete life cycle and embryogenesis. The expres-
sion data are presented as color-coded histograms in the
‘High-Throughput Expression Data’ sub-section of the ‘Ex-
pression Data’ section in Gene Reports. The display can
be viewed at log or linear scale, with options to scale the
data relative to the gene’s maximum expression or relative
to global ‘low’ or ‘moderate’ expression levels; the data can
be downloaded to a TSV file. Together with the RNA-based
FlyAtlas and modENCODE expression datasets (17,19–
20), this proteome provides insights into regulation of gene
expression at the level of translation and protein stability.
Additionally, the peptides observed in this study have been
mapped to the genome and can be viewed on JBrowse.

MIGRATION TO THE JBrowse GENOME BROWSER

FlyBase has completed its upgrade from GBrowse to the
JBrowse genome browser (4). Currently, both GBrowse and
JBrowse are available on FlyBase, but GBrowse will be
phased out over the next year. JBrowse offers many advan-
tages over GBrowse including faster performance, better
scaling of large datasets, new data visualization features and
improved options for searching and browsing available data
tracks. Additionally, we have reorganized data tracks into a
new hierarchical tree with more intuitive section headings.

Recently added JBrowse tracks cover a wide range of
data types. The FlyAtlas2 RNA-seq data tracks provide
nucleotide-level views of transcription for various tissues,
including adult male and female samples for studies of
sexual dimorphism, as well as mapping of expression for
microRNAs (21). As a complement to the tissue-specific
RNA-seq data, the ‘SRA aggregated’ RNA-seq tracks com-
bine data from thousands of high quality SRA RNA-seq
submissions to provide an ‘average’ view of the transcrip-
tome with exceptional read depth for high sensitivity in re-
gions of low transcription (Brian Oliver and Justin Fear, un-
published, FBrf0241954). The ‘Polyadenylation Sites’ track
offers a view of alternative transcript polyadenylation com-
piled from various studies (22,23). The ‘Developmental Pro-
teome’ track displays peptides identified in Casas-Vila et al.
(18).

A ‘DGRP Variants’ track is now available for a view of
over 4 million naturally occurring variants for 205 DGRP
inbred lines (24); this includes single nucleotide variants,
multiple nucleotide variants, insertions and deletions. For
each variant, the position and change are reported (relative
to the reference genome assembly), as well as the overall fre-
quency of the variant among the 205 strains, and the specific
genotype for each of the 205 strains.
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Figure 3. Disease model summary ribbon and ‘potential disease model’ annotations for Fmr1. The subsection showing potential disease models (based on
orthology to human genes associated with disease ‘disease genes’), indicates that Drosophila melanogaster Fmr1 may model three different diseases based on
orthology to human FMR1. These computed disease model annotations are combined with experimental annotations (included within the closed section
in this screenshot) to populate the disease summary ribbon.

FlyBase now offers a set of tracks to support the use or
design of short guide RNAs (sgRNAs). sgRNAs that have
been incorporated into transgenic lines for expression in
flies can be browsed by collection (25–27) and there is also
a set of sgRNA prediction tracks that assess over 10 million
possible sgRNA designs for possible off-target effects and
predicted efficacy (28,29).

PARALOGS

A substantial number of genes are duplicated in the D.
melanogaster genome (30,31). This can result in genetic re-
dundancy and is particularly relevant for RNAi-based ex-
periments. We have recently incorporated paralog predic-
tions from the DIOPT (6), which integrates pairwise para-
log calls from 10 individual algorithms. Significantly, nearly
half (46%) of all D. melanogaster genes are predicted to have
at least one paralog by two or more algorithms. Paralogy
data are presented within a dedicated ‘Paralogs’ section of
each Gene Report (Figure 4A) and are searchable (along-
side orthology data) within the renamed ‘Homologs’ tab
of QuickSearch on the FlyBase homepage (Figure 4B). A
new downloadable file containing all D. melanogaster par-
alog data is also available via the ‘Downloads’ menu in the
navigation bar of any FlyBase page.

IMPROVEMENTS TO BATCH QUERIES AND DOWN-
LOADS

We have made several improvements to help users perform
batch queries/downloads of FlyBase data. Our ID Valida-
tor (previously ‘ID converter’) tool accepts a list of FlyBase
symbols/IDs and, where necessary/possible, updates them
to their current versions. It will also convert certain exter-
nal IDs (GenBank nucleotide/protein accessions, UniProt
accessions, PubMed IDs) into their equivalent FlyBase IDs.
The output is provided as a validation table that can either
be downloaded as a file, or exported to a FlyBase hitlist for
further processing or to Batch Download to obtain associ-
ated data. In addition to a performance fix to handle large
lists of items, ID Validator has been enhanced with several
new features: D. melanogaster IDs are now the default, with
the option to include other species if desired; the ability to
enable/disable the use of symbol synonyms; highlighting of

updated IDs requiring manual review; and the ability to se-
lect items for export (Figure 5).

ID Validator may be accessed via the ‘Tools → Query
by symbols/IDs’ menu in the navigation bar present on all
FlyBase pages. We have also added a prominent link to ID
Validator to the top of our Batch Download tool. This tool
accepts a list of IDs/symbols and retrieves user-specified as-
sociated data from report pages or precomputed files, but it
will only generate complete and accurate results if the sub-
mitted IDs/symbols are current and valid.

Many precomputed bulk data files are generated with
each FlyBase release and can be accessed via the ‘Down-
loads’ menu in the navigation bar or directly via our FTP
site (ftp://ftp.flybase.org/releases/). A recent survey demon-
strated that our precomputed files were valued and well used
by our community, and led to several improvements in their
provision. These included adding help links/README
files to the web page listing of files/FTP folder, respectively,
and the inclusion of additional precomputed files as data
sources within the Batch Download interface.

We have also released a dedicated ‘FlyBase for Devel-
opers’ site (https://flybase.github.io), which provides docu-
mentation for those wishing to learn more about the various
ways of accessing FlyBase data. The site currently includes
API docs, HowTos, information on how to query and ac-
cess Chado (our relational database), and bulk download
files.

COMMUNITY INTERACTIONS

FlyBase Twitter

FlyBase maintains an active Twitter profile (https://twitter.
com/FlyBaseDotOrg) that we use to alert users to new data
and features, and to share topical news relevant to the fly
community. We also post ‘tweetorials’, a short series of
linked tweets that visually guide users through the details
of new or improved FlyBase features and tools.

Improvements to the Fast-Track Your Paper tool

The Fast-Track Your Paper tool was first introduced to Fly-
Base in 2009 and has undergone a number of upgrades (32).
The tool allows first-pass curation of publications by au-
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Figure 4. (A) Paralogs section of the Drosophila melanogaster RpS28a report, showing that two other genes (RpS28b and RpS28-like) are identified as
paralogs by the indicated sources. A link is provided to ‘Download all DIOPT Paralogs’, which is useful if many paralogs are listed. (B) Paralogs can be
searched using the ‘Homologs’ tab of the QuickSearch tool by selecting ‘D. melanogaster’ as both the input and output species.

Figure 5. ID Validator input form (A) and output page (B). Submitted items that have been updated from their original values are highlighted with a pale
yellow background. In cases where a single submitted item is now represented by two or more validated IDs, an exclamation mark ‘!’ is appended to the
value in the ‘Submitted Item’ column.

thors, indicating to curators the types of data in the paper
and also resulting in relevant genes being associated with
the reference. This tool benefits FlyBase as it facilitates cu-
ration of these papers, and authors benefit as incorpora-
tion of their data into FlyBase is accelerated. We have re-
cently made several improvements to the tool, in order to
enhance usability and give users options to submit more

information about their paper. The Fast-Track Your Paper
tool may be accessed via the ‘Tools’ menu in the navigation
bar present on all FlyBase pages. However, most authors
will interact with the tool in response to an email from Fly-
Base to the corresponding author once their publication has
been fully published (i.e. has final volume and page num-
bers) and added to the FlyBase bibliography.
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Our reference search within the tool now shows if a par-
ticular reference has already been curated, to reduce dupli-
cated effort by authors. Reviews are now included in the
search, and review authors will also be contacted when their
publication is added to FlyBase. This will allow authors to
quickly associate genes to their reference using a slimmed
down version of the tool, giving users better access to re-
views relevant to particular genes. We have refined and up-
dated the ‘data types’ step, allowing authors to indicate
more accurately which kinds of data are included in their
publication and optionally contribute more detail where ap-
propriate. To aid authors, we now also pre-populate four
data types (disease, new allele, new transgene, physical in-
teraction) if they have been detected by our text-mining
pipeline (33,34). The ‘associate genes’ step in the tool has
also been enhanced to allow searching of genes via syn-
onyms and facilitate finding human genes that have been
introduced into D. melanogaster. If a user selects the op-
tion to bulk upload genes, we encourage them to use the
new ‘dataset’ flag if there is a large number of genes, and
provide a link to the upgraded ‘ID validator’ tool so that
correct current gene symbols can be used.

FLYBASE AS A HUB: LINKS TO/FROM OTHER
DATABASES

For many years, FlyBase has provided/generated custom
data files for ingest by other biological databases. No-
table among these are NCBI GenBank/RefSeq (35, annual
update to D. melanogaster genome annotations), UniPro-
tKB (10, cross references linking current FlyBase protein-
coding gene IDs to SwissProt/TrEMBL protein acces-
sions), RNAcentral (36, FlyBase IDs, classifications and
genome annotation data for non-coding genes/transcripts),
the HGNC (13, FlyBase Gene Group data) and the Alliance
of Genome Resources (16, see below). Likewise, FlyBase
imports/updates data from these and many other sources,
either for each two-monthly FlyBase release or annually.
This is important from a user perspective, as it enables cur-
rent reciprocal links to be made between related databases.

The Alliance of Genome Resources is a consortium of
six major model organism databases and the GO, with the
aim of facilitating the exploration of related genes in hu-
man and well-studied model organisms (16). As a member
of this consortium, FlyBase exports all relevant data to the
Alliance central database.

On the FlyBase website, links to external resources are
consolidated near the foot of each report page in the sec-
tion named ‘External Crossreferences and Linkouts’. We
have also recently added a ‘Key Links’ section to the top
of Gene Reports, which provides quick prominent links to
the Alliance of Genome Resources (16), NCBI Gene (35),
Ensembl (37), and UniProtKB (10) or RNAcentral (36).

GOING FORWARD

Since its establishment in 1992, FlyBase has facilitated ac-
cess to a wide variety of up-to-date D. melanogaster data,
along with provision of an assortment of tools to facil-
itate biological discovery. As FlyBase tries to keep pace
with new developments in Drosophila research, tasks are re-
evaluated in terms of their cost and relative benefit to our

community. With this in mind, FlyBase no longer maintains
updated gene model annotations or genome assembly infor-
mation for non-D. melanogaster Drosophila species. Going
forward, this will allow FlyBase to focus on providing high
quality D. melanogaster information that is critical to the
community.
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